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CosT FaCTors in DigiTal ProJeCTs
a Model useful in other applications
Lisa L. Crane
The ClaremonT universiTy Consortium (CUC) is the central coordi-nating and support organization for seven independent colleges, known as 
the Claremont Colleges, located in Southern California. A centralized library 
is one of a myriad of services provided by CUC to the colleges. The library 
contains a digital production unit consisting of four full-time staff and several 
part-time student workers. The output of the unit is the Claremont Colleges 
Digital Library (CCDL). Established in April 2006, the CCDL provides the 
infrastructure to disseminate unique resources held by the Claremont Colleges 
and the Claremont Colleges Library.
In March 2009, the digital production unit was asked to provide the 
cost to put an item into the CCDL. Fortunately, the unit had been gather-
ing data since the fiscal year began on July 1, 2008. Now there was an 
impetus to crunch the numbers. It took the digital production librarian 
about two full weeks sequestered behind closed doors, doing nothing but 
number crunching.
What follows in this case study is not a complete instruction on cost 
accounting. Rather, I introduce concepts and share the tools and methods 
used. The numbers in this case study are actual numbers and cover the period 
from July 1, 2008, through the end of February 2009.
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The variables
There are two major cost variables when it comes to digital projects: material 
type and funding/wages. As with most digital libraries, or digital projects, the 
CCDL contains a variety of source material that must be digitized, uploaded, 
and described through metadata, including photographs, glass plate nega-
tives, lantern slides, 35 mm slides, videos, oversized materials, scrapbooks, 
monographs, and documents.
Costs also depend on the funding provided and the various wages paid 
to students. At the time of our cost analysis, the digital production unit was 
working with two budgets, three grants, and seven different wage rates:
Budget #1 included wages of $8.50/hour and $9.50/hour.
Budget #2 included wages of $15.00/hour.
Work study for some students cost 25% of Budget #1 rates.
Work study for other students cost 30% of Budget #1 rates.
Grant #1 included wages of $15.00/hour.
Grant #2 included wages of $10.00/hour.
Grant #3 included wages of $8.25/hour and $8.50/hour.
DaTa ColleCTion
To do a cost analysis, you must know the inputs and outputs of the project. 
Inputs are the time spent on various tasks, the time spent on various collec-
tions, and the labor wages. Outputs are the results of the project—in this 
case, the number of items added to the digital library. To quantify the inputs 
and outputs, you must put methods in place to collect data. As previously 
mentioned, the digital production unit had been collecting data since the start 
of the fiscal year. This data collection can be categorized into three parts: a 
weekly collection report, various budget and grant tracking spreadsheets, and 
the collection time log. The first two were managed by the digital production 
librarian and the latter was the responsibility of the students.
Various budget and Grant Trackers
A different spreadsheet for each budget and each grant was kept. Some were 
tracked on a weekly basis; others were on a pay-period basis. The spread-
sheets (figure 18.1) were structured such that only the hours worked were 
entered; formulas calculated amount paid per pay period, amount paid year-
to-date, and actual versus budgeted dollars. This is a useful tool for projecting 
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work schedules to see how many students can be hired, how many hours each 
student can work, and how long the budgeted dollars will last. This informa-
tion was used to calculate costs.
Collection Time Logs
Students received their own notebook, which remained within the digital 
production center. Notebooks contained a student’s personal notes and other 
reference handouts, a log of equipment problems, and other information. The 
most important document in their notebook, however, is the collection time 
log (Pellegrino 2008). The log identifies which students are performing what 
tasks on which collections and for how long.
Figure 18.1 
granT sPreaDsheeT 
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Task Codes
As part of the collection time log, students entered a task code from a pre-
determined list (Crane and Pellegrino 2008). Task codes helped to define 
tasks and kept data consistent. Task codes can be pretty detailed. Think of 
data used for cost analysis as being captured in buckets. It is always easier to 
capture data in the smallest bucket and then pour this information into larger 
buckets, or aggregate, as needed. If data are captured at a higher level, it is 
not as easy, and perhaps impossible, to break up the information into more 
minute detail should it become necessary.
weekly Collection report
The digital production unit uses CONTENTdm as its digital asset manage-
ment software. One feature of this software provides a snapshot of the total 
items included within each collection at the time the report is viewed. Each 
week the numbers from this report were entered into a spreadsheet. Formu-
las calculate the change in totals from week to week, thereby providing the 
incremental additions each week. These weekly additions represented output, 
and the total for the analysis period was used to calculate costs.
DaTa analysis
This is where the sequestered number crunching session began. Information 
from each of the student’s collection time logs was entered into an entirely 
new spreadsheet. It is strongly advised that the available person with the most 
knowledge of the digital projects do the data entry; this allows for an intimacy 
with the data. One becomes familiar with how each student tracks their time, 
what tasks are performed, and what collections each student works on. Data 
quality is enhanced by catching errors, or inconsistencies, in the use of task 
codes. After all of the information was entered, there were over 2,100 rows 
of data in the spreadsheet. The data were then sorted by student name, then 
by collection, and then by task; the results were subtotaled by collection with 
total hours by student (figure 18.2).
budget data: Hours
The next step consisted of condensing those 2,100 rows of data into a single 
line per student and comparing the collection time log hours with the actual 
paid hours taken from the various budget and grant spreadsheets. Starting 
with a new Excel workbook, students were listed by name down the first 
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column on the first sheet. Each collection was listed as a column heading 
across the same sheet. The total hours a student worked on a particular col-
lection were entered into the appropriate cell (figure 18.3).
In many cases, the hours documented by the collection time log did not 
match the actual hours paid. Differences were then “plugged” and allocated 
across collections. This is where knowledge of the students and the collec-
tions they worked on came in handy. Finally, this provided total hours for 
each collection.
budget data: wages
On a second sheet within the same Excel workbook, the students were again 
listed by name down the first column and each collection was listed as a 
column heading across the sheet. Formulas were built into each cell that 
Figure 18.2
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multiplied the hours from the first sheet (“Budget data—hours”) with the 
hourly rate and percentage. This resulted in a total cost per collection at the 
bottom of the sheet (figure 18.4).
resulTs
For each collection, the following were identified as part of this exercise:
total items added over the fiscal year (taken from the weekly collec-
tion report)
total cost
average cost per item
average rate per hour
total student hours
average items per hour
average minutes per item
Of course, some information could not be determined. In some cases, the 
student labor and hours were tracked by another department and were not 
accessible for this exercise. In other cases, only digital production staff worked 
on the collection. Since they were not part of this exercise, these calculations 
were not done. But, for the most part, considerable information was identi-
fied (figure 18.5).
data Correction and Validation
Some of the results seemed to be on the high side; they stood out and war-
ranted further investigation. In a review of the data it became apparent that 
the total number of items added to a collection was too low for some of our 
more complex items, such as monographs. For example, forty-three mono-
graphs containing a total of 766 chapters were added to a single collection 
at a cost of $3,393. Because each chapter was digitized as a PDF and each 
monograph required descriptive metadata and digital assembly, a denomina-
tor of 809 (43 monographs + 766 chapters) was used, resulting in a cost per 
item of $4.19, which is too high. Once it was realized that the time it took 
to scan each page of each chapter was not taken into consideration, a new 
denominator of 7,025 (43 monographs + 766 chapters + 6,216 pages) was 
used, resulting in a more reasonable $0.48 cost per item. The $3,000-plus dol-
lars represented the time and cost for scanning each page, running the scans 
through optical character recognition software, creating the PDF, uploading 
into CONTENTdm, and creating metadata for the single compound object, so 
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the number of pages scanned had to be included in the divisor. This required 
a review of all the underlying denominators for each collection and resulted 
in a “total used for calculations” (see figures 18.4 and 18.5) that went beyond 
the original denominator of new items added to a collection.
Formulas
A variety of formulas were used to calculate each of the items identified 
above:
Total cost was derived from the bottom of the “Budget data: wages” 
sheet by collection.
Student production hours were derived from the “Budget data: hours” 
sheet by collection.
Average cost per item = Total cost ÷ total used for calculations.
Average rate per hour = total cost ÷ student production hours.
Average items per hour = total used for calculations ÷ student pro-
duction hours.
Average minutes per item = (student production hours ÷ total used 
for calculations) x 60.
additional Cost Factors
This exercise focused solely on student wages because their wages were con-
sidered direct costs of digital projects. If there were no digital projects, there 
would be no student costs. To do a complete cost analysis of digital projects, 
however, one must also take into account indirect costs, such as direct and 
indirect staff wages, hardware and software maintenance costs depreciation, 
and other overhead such as allocations for square footage and utilities.
ConClusion
After completing this project, the digital production librarian was able to 
answer the original question—“How much does it cost to put an item into the 
digital library?”—with “It depends.” Because of the variety of material types 
and the range of funding sources and wage rates that characterize the inputs 
to the CCDL, it was difficult to provide an uncomplicated answer.
Once the results were in, many additional uses for this information became 
apparent. With some supplementary calculations, a cost by material type was 
determined and the time and cost for scanning and metadata creation for a 
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particular collection were separately identified. Those libraries with projects 
utilizing fewer material types or a smaller wage variance should be able to 
derive a comprehensive result.
Managers who understand and quantify the inputs and outputs of a digital 
project and use some of the tools and methods presented in this case study 
have a place to start costing their own projects should their administration 
or external funding sources ask, “What do your digital projects cost?”
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